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ABSTRACT
A Community Thinkers' Tournament uses existing

eommunications and instructional gaming technology to make_ available
to participating community members-i learning network for enhancing
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fundamental reasoning skills. Experience with this program, as it "has
operated in Alin Arbor, :Michigan and the Watts area- of Los Ang.eles
over a two-year period, shows the potentialities of learning networks
fo'r complementing the educational activities of schools. Participants
call, each other on the telephone and play any of -the current games.
They can also form into teams with the winning tea4 honored on a
weekly basis. It. is expected that it will shortly be possible to
illtroduce the computer into these learning networks and further
increase their educational potential. (Author/STS)
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-COMMUNI THINKERS' TOURNAMENTS FORCOORDINAiING.OTHER COMMUNITY

.RESOURCES TO COMPLEMENT THE .EDUCATIONAL FUNCTION OF SCHOOLS

or'

by

Layman E. Allen
,University of Michigan

INTRODUCTION ;

ir

A Community Thinkers', Tournament uses existdng communications and
--instructional gaming technology to coordinate lope -sOurces and make
available a learning network for enhancing the fund mental reasoning skills

4 of anybody IS the community who,wishes to pa4Ocipa e. The brief experience
of the Community Thinkers' Tournament as it has opek4ted in Ann Arbdir, Michigan,
and the Watts area of Los Angeles during the past tw years shows the potenerpli-
ties of'such efforts for supporting and complementing the educational .activities
of schools.' But even morej)romising are developments on the horizon for bringing
computers into they learning 'networks-. What.dill be the intellectual impact of
having available in one's own home, delivered inexpensively over the telephOne,
s high-powered, computer-managed learning irogram in. logic, mathematids, scientific
teasoning,,or language structure ?' implementation it selected communities'in the
United States 'is just around the coider,end availability in urban centers.around

4 the world and wherever else, modern communication, facilities are availabld-will also
soon be possible. _ . , , . . 1

.

.
I

,
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Imagine Young Mary Ellen Ferko (See Appendix A), or any other interested
and interesting person Who comes to mind, huddled over the kitchen table in the
congenial setting of her own home, phone.coupled to her ear with one hand, and
the other busywriting mathematical expressiondson apiece of-paper. ObViously
engrossed id a dialogue that-is .bothychallenging and fun (and even a b 'It surrepti-

stious) her occasional peals of laughter-.gre. punctuated by Blowing into,a*teh-
pipe and sending tones into the phone.r- and then more writing and figuring: She
is one of hundreds (orfthousands). of persons in X nommunity,'bent on improving,
their basic reasoning, skills, who can have the opportunity to do so with,a simple
charge-free dial of the phone.. If and listened in on an extension, the-Froggie
voice of the computer croaking out mysterious messages would sopibe discovered
by 4 discerning ear tbe the Opponent (teacher'really!) with whom Mary' ied is

playing an exciting match of the instructional game of EQUATIONS. Whatip it that

.
she linds so stimulating? It very well might be a problem of the type illustrated

°by' the following question: I
I

V44 ,

Is it possible to order and group ,some (or all) of the
following characteks to form an expression equal to 1T?

.

1.5 7 9 x - - ( ( ) ), '
. .

.
. ..,.

.

i';If_May Ellen with her pitch-pipe, in effect, says, "g
,

o," to the'Froggie wice
*',..20,1,
atthe other end o the telephone line, the computer grograM there attached will

,

, . .
guide her through acarefnlay -sequenced lesson-in-the stbitraction of negative

:we- numbe s, te-achingherAn the process why the corredt answer above-is "Yes" and
how t use. that idea in the next game of-EQUATIONS, that she plays with a.live

-,:k....

.. s hilkan opponent in the classroom or in the Community Thinkers' Tournament in.-her

f its
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Demonstration of the practical usefulness of the:type of learnTng environ- .

went described is currently being undertaken in Ann Arbor and Flint, Michigah.
The operating .demonstration model of suckalearning:network will have' he

.

. 1follpwing.features:'
1. has available avcarefully-sequenced and hiply-sophisticated(instrUC-

tional program managed by a time-sharing computer system;
,

2. available free of charge to,anypeison in the community who has access
to a telephone'(touch -tone or ordinary dial) at a cost to the sponsoring
institution that is-- -relatively inexpensive;

-

'3. deliverable over the phone to leOrners, in. the comfort of their-own homes; .

.4. capable of delivering instructional programs with demonstrated effective-
ness for enhancing fundethental intelleadal'skills in logic, mathematics, scienti-
fic reasoning, and language structuie;

. .5, replicable in every community throughout the nation interested in
upgrading the quality of thinking 'available for dealing with pioblems encountered
there; l

'6. utilizes existing .commudity communication resources to enhance the
educational opportunities available (local schools, banks, newspapers, television,
telephone and computer systems).;

_ .
.

.

7.\ emphasizes.individualized, and peeelearning by maximizing the use ofN

existing human resources in conjunction With the computer-aided,insiruttional
,.

program:to facilitatethe generation of problems at the appropriate level of .

(?,

-2-

difficulty for each individual learner in the community;
.

. , ,

8. takes advantage of the extraordinary motivating qualities of instructional`
gaming to encourage the voluntary participation of those who might not otherwise
seek out intellectuS1 pursuits; and

.-.

9. possesses the capability for novel and innovative methods for certifying
competence in the achievement of fundamental reasoning skills,4demonatrated ability
to do specified reasoning tasks rather than mere successful completion of "course's").

. 1--
, ,,,,.

.Cr The professional and mass literatures abound with critiqua es , pf present l 0

educational practices and systems and materials; these critiques offer various,
sometimes conflicting,' palliatives and correctives, based as they are on disparate
educational philosophies and objectives. In developing new teaChing media during .

recent .years, some educators have tried to utilize the fun, the ego-enhafiCement,
the challenge of games as at,medium for academic eubelect matter, thereby attempting 1

p fulfill the "both" of the Horatian' precept'l'to delight,or instruct, or both."
Teaching that both delights acid instructs can transfpcm ,,the 'learning process and,
therefore, the learner's attitudes toward himself, his capacities, and what it,is

A to learn and to know. Moreover, in/the discovery proces6ot the game situation,
emphasis isshifted from teaching to learning, -from teacher to learner. Motilia-
tion and reinforcement are embedded,in the game structure itpditssubject matter.
rather than being.imposed'from without in the form of praise,Irades; and ot er
teacher - centered reWards. Learning'becomes an active'pursdit,dmmediately dr-

.
/tent.

$
" %.

. ..
0 . , .

, 0 ,4
The instructional games used in the Community Thinker:1V Touthaienteare ..%

nonsimulation games 7> that:is,,the players of these games are.doing the subjeft

matter of that gamenot,iome simulation og'that,--eubjece platter._ The player of
EQUATION54s doing Mathematics; the player'Of ON-SETS, doing set theory; of WFF tisr

'PROOF, mathematical logic.. It. may.9g. Move's in' here resource- allocation games :,.._

the Tlayets are constructing problems for each Other in the Subject natters dealt °----.

with by the ganes,in the same wa3, that players7CT chesp,otcheckers are posing
,, <-

'Problems for each.other by, their moves. The 011ie's are essence,:a vehicle.'
.

for generating interesting problems todes;atthe eivropr ate level, of diffipuitY).
. .

,,..
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for those participating. These games all hate the same general format: the-first
'player sets a goal, and then the players take turns allocating the remaining
resources in such a way as to'Place appropriate limitations

on the use"of the
'r urces in constructing a solution to'\the goal posed. Play continues with
players alternating moves until.someone Challenges or declares a "force-out"
thereby imposing upoh somebody the burden of prOving that a solution is'still
possible under the limitations imposed the moves made.

Studies of the effects of these-Classroom instructional gaming programs
show that they have a profound impact upon attitudCghptitude, and achievement.
Using school absenteeism as an indicator of ,motivation, a full-year study in an
inner-city Detroit school indicates a drop in absenteeism in instructional gaming
classes to one third the level that occurs otherwise in corresponding classes.1/
To the extent that I.Q. scores are indicators of aptitudes,participating in these
instrbctional games can evens affect aptitudes; increases of more than 20 points
on nonverbal scores on standard I.Q. tests'have accompanied short intensive
exposures

nonverbal

these games.?/ More significant, perhaps, is the doubling of
achievement scores in mathematics that have resulted from engaging in these
instructional gaming activities.3/

The Community Thinkers' Tournament was started in Ann Arbor in the fall of
1975 with a grant from the John and Mary Markle Foundatjo. More than 500 persons?
mostly youngster's and a sprinkling of parents and other adults, enrolled and
participated in the community-wide tournament during its inaugural year. Parti-
cipants played their choice of five games over the telephone and reported matches
to the tournament staff, who summarized the results of the weekly tournament and
distrihuted accounts of the play by cable television, by newsletter, by the

a
newspaper, and by bulletin boards in the schools, the local bank, and other com-
munity organizdtions. _neCommunity Thinkers' Tournament has continued during
thispast year in Ann Arbor, and an adaptation of.it has continued in the Watts
area of Los Angeles under the Sponsorship of the Fund for ;the ,Improvement of . ,

Postsecondary Education.

./

There are three general components of a ComMunity Thinkers' Tournament --
two existing and the third envisioned:, the classroom component, the telephone
component, and the, proposed computer-alded instructional gaming component to
extend and enhance the effects of the,other two.

THE CLASSROOM TOURNAMENT

,
.

Although the instructional value of these'resource-a/loCation nonsimulation
games, and the pleasure to be derived from playing them, are sufficient to warrant
their Casual use both in and outside the classroom, their full educational 9- even
social potential are, perhaps, best reilized-in a tournament and team structure --'-

which has been designed forclEttssroom and extracutricular use. The resulting peer
group interaction provides a careful.balance,of cooperation, competition, and fun,
in order to motivate stuckents to a greater interest in and attention td,funddMental
reasoning skills. 'Within'this setting, competition has;thdpositiv aspects-of °

challenging engagement without the negative implications of threat.
-

4
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To conduct a classroom tournament, a teacher roughly ranks the students
.

4)11 the basis of his knowledge of their prior performance in class. The three
most "competent" students play initially at table 1; the next most "comidetent,"'.
at table 2; and so forth. Thus a class of SO'students is divided into a bier-

- archy of 10 playing groups each playing, at a different table. .At the same time,
the teacher assigns each student to a four- or five-meMber.team, each of the six
teas in the class as heterog eously constituted andas evenly matched with the

. other teams as pOssible.

Team members' individual s ores are aggregated'to determine the team score.
It should be especially noted t at an indiVidual at table 10 can achieve for .

himselfand contribute to his t am, just as much as can the individual at table
,%1. 'Perhaps more importantly, ex erience with this team structuring has demon-

strated that Members of a team i 'such a structure are, motivated to teach and
leach from each other. For this eason, the Most important element in a teacher's
assikning -Students to teams is th t each team contain at least one strong player.
The learning situation is \o stru Lured that this player will endeavorto pass
along his knowledge and s ill to hs teammates. Thus the ioeer-learnihg embedded in
the games themselyes isexpanded,by the tournament and team structure.

The plays of a game-that occur during a,classroom period constitute a round
of play. After the first round of play,' high scorers move upone table,(except at
table 1); low scorers move down ones table.(except at, the lowest table); and-players
with the middle stores remain at the same table. In this dynamic learning envi000-.
ment, -winners are moving into mote sophisticated games; losers,Ito less sophistir
cated ones. Out most signifidantly, the tournament.rules for table' moves structure
the outcomes so that every player will get his fair share of wind and losses in
,terms of game, outcomes. In the long -run each player winephout'one-third of the
time, loses one-third of the time; and yindb up in the middle one -third of the time.
Fdrther, the gamy rules for i4osing.the bufden Of proof assure for every player-
in every match a'strong likeli ood of,either winning or learning.

Certainly, in-such a tow
table 1.' Thus students strive
play as, near the top as' they

design-provides' abundant rewar
individual performances in wha
or.a low table. _Players are v
they are playing, than with th

In the scoring method that
many points for a win as the p1

o'equalli to their teams' perform
endouraged and rewarded.

.

ament honoriand status are attached to playing at
to improve their knowledge and'skill in order to

But experience indicates that this tournament
s and incentiyes-toothe students in terms of their
Byer game they are playing, whether at a high table
stly more concerned with how well they do wherever,
table at which they are playing.

After each:playing session,
themselves) 'reports taurnament,st

and'and team accomplishments and othe
crucially importantmeans-for comm nicating such recognition and -furthering

4, ,..,,,,

interest ,in ;-the tdurnaments.°.: ,
. : v ,., .

.

is used,"the player at the lowest table gains as
yer at the highest table'does, and they contribute,
ces.Thus,improvement,rattlerthanrankis

-'10,1

Newsletter (preferably prepared by dieStudents.
ndings and game strategies along with individual

matters of interest. The Newsletter is a
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To an alarming extent, academic pursuits seem td many students to lack any
'connection wi,th activities, iperests, and human relationships 'outside the class-'
room. Instrhctional gamescan contribitte opportunities for personal interaction
with intellectual challenge in the exploration and doing of academic.subject
matter. These fables tourriaments, extended froM the'classroom arid school into
interscholastic play, can provide an intellictual parallel to the athletic com-,,
petition which elicits so much- attention; involvement, andentIlbsiasm ofstudents. A
If appropridtely managed, such tournaments can involve "a wide spectrum of students
from every level of capability and achieveMent.

:
THE TELEPHONE TOURNAMENT'

Play in the weekly Community Thinkers' Tournament begins onAMonday morning
and continues ,through Sunday nightof that-same week,' Participants call each
other by phone andplay any of the five games that are currently included in the
tournament (EQUATIONS! The GaMC7OT Creative Mathematics,, ON- WORDS: The tame
of Word Structures, ON-SETS: TheeGaMe of Set, Theory, QUERIES' 'N THEORIES: The'
Game of Science and Language, and The POE Came.) No special equipment of any
kind'ia required to play these games over the phone; all:. Ala the players need
is pencil and paper. Also included in the weekly tournament are a series of
inteischolastic classroom patchesithat are scheduled between classes that ach -

have six teams enrolled in the tournament. In these classrooM matches each of
the members of one team from a class are sch duled to call,eachiof the members
of one of the teams from the other class. Te members are free to call as,many
of the members of the entire tournament ae the wish thereafter ana:play,as many
matches as theZ wish during the week.

Reports of the results of matches are forwa ed to the tournament'staff4*
by'the school messenger service or by the local b k messenger service on Mondays;'
these are.aummarized and'the members of the highes scori4 team for the week are
invited to appear on the weekly television program hat,ls.laped each Thursday as
part of the t5urnament. The captain of the highest scoring team is specially -1
recognized as the THINKER OF THE WEEK in the tournaments The highest scoring
member of each team is selected each week to serve as captain of the tam the
following week. The class that,has the highest cumuiatiVe total number of
in the tournament for the prior four weeksis also, recognized specially.with a
HIGH CLASS 'THINKERS award. There is also an award for the highest scoring of the

f
,

six teams in eachlass eadh week. The awards axe certificates,that dire presented
to -reach member of the group. The:THINKER OF THE WEEK and the HIGH CLASS THINKERS
certificates are 'printed in the local newspaper each week through the suppoit of' -

A local.organizations. ' -
N._

-.
.

Participation in the Community Thinkers' Tournament
.

is open. free df..charge
to anyone in the community who wishes to join. For"thosewhd,are unfamiliar with
the games that are played, there is an introduction gi&One of the .games each daye
of the week at 5:D0 on the local cab television stgXion. Newcomer's can also
get = started by phoding any one of e'participants liSted on :the iqeekl. y sareboard
that is posted on the bulletin oard at all branch olfices.of the local bank. Any ''

. five enrolled persons whd a not members-olio classroom team may,f2rm a team to .

enter the team play.

,
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The experience to date in the Ann Arbor and Watts communities suggests that
there is an interestAn participating in such tournaments waiting to be served

. in perhaps a 41.4 variety of communitj.es throughout .the nation. The two in
which seemingly successful efforts afe evolving'are certainly widely. different
types of communities:

In those communities that develop a Community Thinkers' Telephone TournaMent
along with the clasarOomLand computer -aided instructional gaming coMponents,
formal.instruction in the schools will be supplemented by educational experiences
to which the communications resourcgs of othkcommunity institution's (banks,
schools, newspapers, radio, televisionAnd OthOr.).,will be able to make siolfi-
canecontributions. 'The combination-formithe'entire Community. Thinkers'
Tournament provides a Vehicle to elicit cOmmunity-Cooperation in forwarding slIch

. educational Objectives of mutual ,interest.

COMPUTER-AIDED INSTRUCTIONAL GAMING BY PHONE

When the computet-aided.instructional gaming system ,is completed, mounted,
and ready to,go, any leer in the local telephOne area will be able to. call in ,

free of charge and engage a computer in an instructional game. The learner will
specify what subject and the game level In that subject that he or-she is interested
in pursuing. The computer will take.oyer from there: select the game, the appro..-
priate level, the resources available, and set thegoal to begin play. The computer
will be prograMmed to play, not as a good player, but rather as a good teacher. It
will make moves in such a way as to confront the learner with a new idea each time
that learner plays. It will seek to provide information that will enable the
learner to master that idea. All of the computer's assistance will be communicated
to the learner in the Froggie voice of its electronically-generated audio signals,
and all that,the learner will need to participate is pencil and paper and, an"
Interest in learning: Experience indicates that Las kind of instruCtional program
can he a powernsi'stimulantto enhance learning achievement.

The computer component of the Community Tankers' Tournament will add a
dimension to the existing learning networks in the communities involved. In Ann
Arbor it will deepen and_enhance the quality of thinking involved in the classroom

4tournaments end the Community Thinkers' Tournament. In. Flint it,will enrich the '

intellectual menu available on the existing.computer-aided learning system in the
schools. Further, it will similarly extend the instructional gamin in the class-
.room and Community Thinkers' Tournament that is in process of getting started in
the Flint area. The set of activities that will form the Flint Community Thinkers'
Tournament will also provide a focus fOr involving the Flint campus of the University
of Michigan more actively in local educational concerns in the Flint area. The
Flint Commdnity Thinkers' Tournament will.be administered from theturricului
Laboratory in the Education Department of the Universi under the direction of
Professor Carl Rinne. When the software and othernecessary,asilectikof the

460 ,-,
computer-raided instructional gaming system are completed, they dawbe made available
to enrich the programs in other communities that have varigus aspects of the.,
Community, Thinkers' Tournalents; for example, in Detroit where instructional gaming

'tournaments are being introduced in Middle School classrooms throughopthe city
--and a new Science museumis being constructed that would be an.ideal institutional
(settilig frOM which to operate Community Thinkers'' Tournament; in other southeast *
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Michigan communities thatare now participating in the Michigan Academic Games
League; in the Watts area of Los Angeles whersia modified version of the Comiunity
Thinkers' Tournament is now operating out of't$e Kedren Community Mantel Health
Center; in New Orleans that has what is probably the most extensive and active

-interscholastic instructional gaming league in the country ilrivolvingthese games
dealing with'fundamental 'F'easoning skills; and in the growing number of communities
throughout the nation .that are becoming interested in the community education,
movement (the Communi Thinkers' Tournament would be a superb and highly cost-
effective program to dertake as part df their over-all effort). In all cases-,
instructlonal gaming p ograMs that involve fundamental reasoning skills-in logic,
mathematics, scientific method, and language structure will constitute the instruc-
tional method and intellectual emphasis of this effort. The computer-aided
instructional gaming component willaccelettate the introduction of addiional,:,
and6pore complex ideas.'into these instructional efforts,* enriching the menu

0 available for learners.
e

*-'Once an operating demonstration model of a CotTunity Thinkers' Tournatent
is up and running,,it will be a relatively trivial extension to bring up-a version
9f it in any other interested community. The cost - effectiveness, is likely to make
it most-attractive; for a mo st capital investment and miniscule subsequent
operating expenses, it be possible to bring up a dedicated,"time-sharingL
Minicomputer configuration with 64Torte operating simultaneously, With home tele-
phones operating as terminals: This automatic learning system can be available
over the phone free of charge 24. hours a day tb any interested learner in the
.communitythathas Mounted it. -Although the demonstration model in An Abor and
Flint will focus on mathematics, subsequent initructional/programs will include
material on logic, language structure, and scientific reasoning that car be
.coordinated with studies,in,those subjects in the local schools. Hecau0e the,,

'distribution of the ,instructional programs to learners will be so direct and
inexpensive, extraordinary care and diligence canafford to be devoted /to the
preparation of the instructional sequences to be used in:the program. The diffi- .

cult task of devising the-method for doing these instructional` gaming Aqquences-
has already been accomplished; during the past decade.and ahalfeffeetive instruc-
tional games for ach of the-fundamental intellectual skills have been devises:rand
tested; and the computer programming for the instructional sequences in mathematics'
and for many of the sequences in that subject example sequences in other,
subjects alias already been done. What'remains is developtient of a more complete
library of the instructional sequences and 'adaptations of the computer program to
landle the other subjects.

_

.

The communications technology involved in'the Community Thinkers' Tournament
ia an intricate and sophisticated blend of existing capabilities ofcomputers,
instructional gaming,_,telephone syste t mEnsengei services, coding, newspSpers
and other written PritOcatipps, and to evision: The system that has been devised
for linking the coguter Minaged.instrnctional program to ordinary dial phones as
terminals is 4:new-innavationt others ail-require)puch-tone phones. To reach ,.

the audiences in0iided,fby thiprOSect, it is crucial that delivery be possible
to ordinary dial:%pnea\.' The,ultimat'e version of the system Will,'of course,

--,, :e ..-s,

serve both., ' . .
0
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
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''t """.,

The Community Thinkers' Tournament desciibed hert'is an extension of,
existing DractiCes, but not that:merely; it involves nothing leda than the
creation of a,neleducational institution designed to'deal with the very intel-
lectual sk3lis that can best be handled in the manner proposed `- ,these, for-
tuitously,sones general and fundamedtal to most other educational achievement.
A Community Thinkers' Tdurnament is an extraordinarily inexpensive an innovative
educational institution beamed directly at all interested learners in the .

community -- with the potentialitysbf being replicated in every county throughout
thenation. Perhaps it is not tob much to hope that the Ann Arbor Community
Thinkers' Tournament will proye to be only the first of many which will emerge
throughout the world, wherever matters of the mind are taken seriously --'and
playfully. '7-
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